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THE PROPERTY OF AIANTIS AND AIGEIS
In 1987, M.K.Langdon published an intact, but sadly worn stele bearing the text of a
decree of the Attic phylai Aigeis and Aiantis.1 Langdon's text of lines 1-20 is as follows:
Yeo¤
[.]oio[...]i[....8....]rxoui[....8....]h[.............27..............]
[.]a[.]n[.]il[...5..]rga[.]in[.]il[.................34.................de][d]Òxyai tai[...]l[..]tou! [....8....]i[..............29...............]
5
[.]! liyina[....]no[.]l[.]i[...]n[.................35..................]
[t]Ú kefãlaion [..5..]h[....................40....................]
[.] ful«n [....7...]ek[...6...]gg[.....10.....]iou[.]ta[.........18.........]
a[.]ki[..]tou! [.]th![...]e[...................39....................]
oi[....7...]ata[....] fulh[....8-9....] ggvacat
10 [..]de[...]lh[.]o tå §dã[fh t]å §[n ÉVr]v[p«i t]«[n] Aﬁge¤dvn ka‹ Aﬁant¤dvn
[...6...]
[....7...]o!to[....7...]dvn [....]okrãth! ÉIppok[...]u[..]o[..]rxi[....8....]
[.]k[..]llou[..]ra[.]a[....]o[......11.....]oro! [....]afia[........15.......]
[....]o[...]ifal[...5..]n[....7...]l[.]i[....7...]ll[.]llr[....8....]ran[.]o[...]
[....7...]!tal[...6...]h[.......13......]l[..]ak[........15.......]i[...5..]
15 [.]a[...6...]ou[..]o[..]o[..]o[.....10.....]oroi[..]i!to[......12......]o[..]n[...]a[.]
[K]allikrãth! [----------] v a c a t
[...5..]vnen[......................43.....................]okrãt[h]! [...]o[..]lit[..]o[....................37...................]ojen
[...]d[..]: HH: Dh[......................43.....................]om[..]
20 [.]to!iam[....8....]l[..................37...................]o[...]
Langdon recognized that lines 1-9 formed the text of decree concerned with Oropos, and
saw in this document a reflection of circumstances similar to those described by the orator
Hypereides in his speech in defence of Euxenippos:2 when Athens acquired Oropos in 338
B.C. the Athenians gave the land to the phylai which were formed into pairs to receive and
manage it. Langdon suggested that there might have been an archon-formula in line 2, but
was unable to devise a convincing restoration that would fit both the known acquisition of
Oropos by Athens and the relatively late stage in Athens' possession of the land that is
implied in the listing of these properties: thus, he rejected any restoration involving the name
of the Athenian archon Philochoros (337/6 B.C.).
1 M.K.Langdon, Hesperia 56,1987,47-58, with photographs, plates 9 and 10.
2 Hypereides 4.16.
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In 1989 W.Ameling suggested in this journal,3 on the basis of the text printed by
Langdon, that the name of the Athenian archon Olympiodoros (294/3 and 293/2 B.C.) could
be restored here: this would fit well in the second period during which Athens had
possession of the Oropia, namely the period between 304 and 287 B.C., when, once again,
pairs of phylai managed the land.
This suggestion is attractive, but should be rejected for two reasons: the letter-forms
probably do not support so late a date; and what Langdon prints in stoichoi 18-22 of line 2,
and which is definitely on the stone, is not part of an archon-formula, but the end of a name
in the genitive, therefore part of a father's name, probably followed by a demotic. The only
instances of demotics in archon-formulae seem to be cases where homonymity requires the
use of a further distinguishing element, and, even then, the father's name is not included. It
is possible, I suppose, that an Athenian archon, used to establish the date of a decree of a
phyle or deme, might be identified by his father's name and his demotic, but I think it
unlikely. If this line does, indeed, contain a dating-formula, as I believe it may, we must
look for an official of one or other of the phylai involved, probably the phylarch (and, since
this seems to be a decree jointly passed by the two phylai, in fact, we should look for two
phylarchs). I suggest that lines 2-3 may have contained something like the following. "In the
term of office of O[--- son of -a]rchos of the deme I[---] as Phylarch of the Aigeidai and of [--] as Phylarch of the Aiantidai ..." It might be possible also to include somewhere a
reference to the current Athenian archon as well, as, for instance, we find in SEG 21, 527,
line 2: §p‹ Xarikle¤do êrxonto! ÉAyhna¤oi!. However, I doubt whether there is room
for an archon-formula in line 3, especially if we have to allow space for an orator-formula as
well.
In 1988, in the course of preparing a corpus of Attic documents dealing with leases of
public property, I had an opportunity to examine Langdon's stele in a strong light, with a
blownup version of the photograph published by him. As Langdon remarks, the stone has
been badly corroded by sewer-gases, and it is impossible to make squeezes of it, for fear of
destroying what still survives: thus, the only means of expanding Langdon's text is the
extremely time-consuming task of comparing each letter-trace on the stone with what appears
in Langdon's photograph. The publication of Ameling's article has led me to re-examine my
1988 transcript alongside a set of photographs kept at the Institute for Advanced Study at
Princeton,4 and to attempt to make better sense of the opening of this document. The results
of my work are as follows:
§`p‹ O[...]i[....]i`!t`ã`rxou I[....8....]h[..............27.............]
[.]a[.]n[.]il[...5..]rga[.]in[.]il[.................34.................de]3 W.Ameling, ZPE 77,1989,95-96. For the evidence, see SEG 3, 117, dated to 303/2 B.C.
4 I am grateful to Professor C.Habicht for permission to work with these photographs in the Fall of

1989: they derive from a completely different set of negatives from those employed for Langdon's
photograph, and are better lit.
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[d]Òxyai ta›! [f]u`la›! y`Ê![ai? ...6...]i[........17.........§n duo›n? !tÆla]5
[i]! liy¤na[i!..]no[.]l[.]i[...]n[..............35.....................]
[t]Ú kefãlaion [...5..]h[...................38...................t«][n] ful«n §dã[fh? ...5..ek[...6...]gg[.....10.....]iou[.]ta[........15.......]
a[.]ki[..]tou! [.]th![...]e[..........20..........] t`[«n] ful«n [...]ka[...] §`k ko¤nvn xrhmãtvn [t«n] ful«n[...]oth`[....] vacat
10 [o]·de …r¤<!>anto tã §dã[fh t]å §[n] ÉV[r]vp`[«i t]«[n] Aﬁge¤dvn ka‹
Aﬁant¤dvn [...6..]
[.]at`[.]: [...]o!tvn[.]! [....]l`«n: M[..]d`okrãth! §`k`k`o[.: .]o`.[.]Ê[.]i`o! [ÉE]rxi[:
...6...]in`
[.]h[! K]ollu: ÑIerokl`∞`[!..]o[..5...]a[.] khluou!a`[...]kl`[....8....]m[....]arxa[.]
[.]ih` [.]Ònio! Fal[h]: %k[.]in[...5..]tia[.]i[.]t[..5...]llu[t]: Ar....8....]ran`i`oi
[.]i: Xr[°]mh`! Fal[h:] ÑRo[....]n[........16........]l`in`i`l`[....8....]lont[...]i[.]
15 [.]a[...]: LukoËr[go! .]o`[.....10.....]oro`i`[:] ÉA`[r]i!to[.....11......] p`a`ia`![...]a[.:]
Kallikrãth! [...]n` [ --10-11--]. vacat
The decree, comprising lines 2-9, is followed by a list of names (lines 10-16), and then
(lines 17ff.) by a case-by-case discussion of properties in the Oropia belonging to the two
phylai, whose disposition had been under dispute. These properties had evidently been
allotted to the two phylai as a result of the acquisition of Oropos by Athens.
Line 2: I doubt whether there is any case for reading the first omicron as a phi: there are
two very short cuts, one above and one below, that might be interpreted as the ends of the
vertical of a phi, but the resulting letter would be quite unlike any other phi on the stone.
Lines 3-5: Langdon remarks that ta›[! fu]l[a›]! would be an attractive reading, but that
the tau reported by him, although "deformed", cannot be interpreted as a sigma. I disagree:
the offending "tau" is an illusion (but a justifiable illusion, given the desperate condition of
the stone). Similarly, Langdon hesitates to restore in lines 4-5 [§n duo›n !tÆlai]!
liy¤na[i!], whereas, given that the bottom of iota is preserved at the left edge, before sigma,
and the bottom of another after alpha, [§n !tÆlai]! liy¤na[i!] is acceptable, although
Langdon's [duo›n] is questionable.
Lines 6-7: After the nu of ful«n traces survive of three more letters, which I read as
EDA.
Line 8: Again, more is visible than printed by Langdon. I assume that this line contains
instructions to officials of the phylai for setting up the stelai of lines 4-5.
Lines 8-9: Here, Langdon reads very little, beyond the letters FULH in stoichoi 17-20.
The eta seems, in fact, to be an omega. I suspect that here the costs of publication are
directed to be met out of the common funds of the phylai.
Line 10: Here begins the list of commissioners (Horistai?) who have surveyed the land in
question. The mason has omitted the sigma of …r¤!anto. I read a little more than does
Langdon at the beginning of the line, and one or two more letters than he elsewhere. The list
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begins at the end of this line, I believe, and the commissioners are named with abbreviated
demotics, each name-and-demotic ending with a colon placed inter-stoichos. In general,
Langdon reads much less than I do, and, in one or two cases, I believe that his reading is
inaccurate.
Line 11: Langdon read nothing of the first name, but two letters of the demotic survive,
alpha, followed by what is either an upsilon or a damaged tau: of the latter, which I believe
more likely, the demotic will be [B]at`[∞<yen>], a deme belonging to Aigeis; if the second
preserved letter is upsilon, the demotic will likely be AÈ`[r<¤dh!>], which belonged to
Hippothontis; however, the abbreviation would probably be AÈ`[r¤], not AÈ`[r]. Of the
second name Langdon read [---]o!to[.....]dvn. His delta has suffered damage at the bottom,
and I believe that it may be, in fact, a lambda, in which case, the demotic may be [§k
Ko]l`≈n[o!] (Aigeis), rather than [§k KÆ]d`vn (Erechtheis). The third name Langdon read
as [---]okrãth! ÑIppok[-], but there is a little more to be made of the name, which is
probably M[ei]d`okrãth!; the first three letters of the demotic seem to be EKK, rather than
IPP, and there is no trace on the stone of Langdon's final kappa. Thus, I read the demotic as
§`k` K`o[l<≈no!>] (Aigeis), despite the different abbreviation from that employed earlier in
this line, rather than ÑI`p`p`ot`[<amãdh!>] (Oineis). Of the fourth name Langdon read only
[...]u[..]o[..]rxi; I detect traces of a vertical, perhaps an iota, before his omicron, and of a
sigma after it; there are traces that suggest a rho before, and of a possible sigma after, the
upsilon: thus, the personal name may be [F]Òr` u !` k ` o !` , and the demotic must be
[ÉE]rxi[<eÊ!>] (Aigeis).
Lines 11-12: Langdon read [---]k[..]llou. His kappa looks more like a sigma, and
there is no omicron between lambda and upsilon: the demotic [K]ollu[<teÊ!>] (Aigeis)
seems inevitable, although this demotic seems to be abbreviated as [Ko]llu[t<eÊ!>] in
line 13.
Line 12: Langdon read [..]ra[.]a[.....]o[--], but much more survives of the name, and
his two alphas are, in fact, an omicron and a lambda, respectively. There are many choices
for the demotic, but one possibility is [Di]o[mi<eÊ!>] (Aigeis). Of the next name Langdon
read [---]oro![....]afia; this suggests, perhaps, the demotic ÉAfid`[n<a›o!>] (Aiantis),
but my readings do not match Langdon's here, and I cannot suggest anything plausible.
After this, there should be two more names, but all that can usefully be made out is the
demotic of the second, Fal[h<reÊ!>] (Aiantis). The next two names are equally indistinct:
the demotic of the second may be [Ko]llu[t<eÊ!>] (Aigeis), but the surviving letter-traces
are not very helpful.
Lines 13-14: The initial letters of this name are AR; of the demotic Langdon read
ran[.]o[---]; it may be ÑRam`n`oÊ`[!]i<o!> (Aiantis), but Langdon and I agree that the
third letter is a nu; I see after this iota, omicron, iota.
Line 14: Of the first name Langdon read [---]!tal[---]; his tau is a damaged phi, and
most of the personal name Chremes survives before this. Phaleron belonged to Aiantis.
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Neither Langdon nor I have anything useful to offer for the next three names, except that the
first seems to me to begin with ÑRo[--], perhaps ÑRÒ[dvn] or ÑRÒ[dio!], and the demotic of
the last may be A[...], which allows three choices from Aigeis and one from Aiantis.
Line 15: Most of the name Lykourgos is preserved here: given the position of the apparent
omicron of his demotic, it would be possible to restore an abbreviation of [B]o`[utãdh!]
here, but many other restorations are equally feasible, including [K]o`[lluteÊ!] (Aigeis)
and [ÉA]f`[idna›o!] (Aiantis). If all the Horistai were drawn, as I believe, from Aigeis and
Aiantis, this man cannot be the famous Lykourgos, nor, indeed, anyone of his family. The
next name has disappeared, but Langdon and I agree that the letters OROI seem to be
preserved, which I believe to be part of the demotic: a possible reading is
[Trik]orÊ`!`[<io!>] (Aiantis), but this will leave only five letters for the personal name.
The antepenultimate name of this list is likely to begin ÉA[r]i!to[--], but its demotic has
entirely disappeared. The penultimate name likewise has disappeared, but its abbreviated
demotic ends with alpha: thus, [Mar]a<y≈nio!> (Aiantis) is a possibility. This gives parts
of twenty names, to the end of line 15: if each of the two phylai contributed ten Horistai, the
twenty-first name (line 16) is likely to have been that of the Secretary to this body. His name
is Kallikrates. His demotic has disappeared, except for a possible nu: the position of this
suggests the demotic [ÑRam]n`[oÊ!io!] (Aiantis). It is not clear whether the next 10 or 11
stoichoi were inscribed or not (Langdon and I agree that the space under the letters OROI in
line 15 is uninscribed, but the intervening surface before this has perished); if they were,
there is just room for the word [§grammãteue], if this nu is the last letter of the abbreviated
demotic.
For the convenience of readers I print here my restored text of lines 10-16:
10 [o]·de …r¤<!>anto tå §dã[fh t]å §[n] ÉV[r]vp`[«i t]«[n] Aﬁge¤dvn ka‹
Aﬁant¤dvn [...6...]
[B]at` [ ∞]: [...]o!tvn[.]! [§k Ko]l`≈n: M[ei]d`okrãth! §`k` Ko[l: F]o` [ r]Ê[!]k` o !
[ÉE]rxi[: ...6...]in[.]h[! K]ollu:ÑIerokl`∞`[! Di]o[mi: ...]a[.]khluou!a`[...]kl`[....8 ....]m
[...]arxa[.]
[.]ih`[.]Ònio! Fal[h]: %k[.]in[..5...]tia[.]i[.]t[... Ko]llu[t]: Ar[....8....]ran`i`oi`
[.]i: Xr[°]mh`! Fal[h: ÑRo[....]n[........16........]l`in`i`l`[....8...]lont[...]i[.]
15 [.]a[...]: LukoËr[go! K]o[`llut: ...5.. Trik]orÊ`![: ÉA`[r]i!to[......11.....]p`a`ia`!`
[Mar]a]y:]
Kallikrãth! [ÑRam]n`[o §grammãteue] vacat
At line 17 the detailed listing of properties begins. I have no useful comments to make on
these, as yet, except to point out that Langdon's restoration [¶d]ojen at the end of line 18 is
likely to be incorrect: a personal name, such as Proxenos, should be restored here.
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